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Goals and Timeline
October 14th : Have music ready for Teresa
October 21: Have dancer ready for Teresa
November 1st : Have Roz look at the piece
November 14 th : Have Teresa look at the piece again
December 2 nd : have¾ of my choreography done and have Teresa look at it
January 21s t : Have Teresa look at the piece again
January 28 th : Dance should be done. Maybe have Damon look at it
February 10th : Adjudication
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Presentation of the Theme and the Research
\/,hen two opposing forces clash, what happens? When two same forces thrive in a
symbiotic environment, what still happens? Half choreographed by Sean Chong-Umeda
explores this idea of extreme forces inside of Hafu, or half)apanese half non-Japanese men
and women living in Japanese society and their challenges being a Hafu. Can two unique
separate cultures really thrive and , :1are the same environment? Or will one overpower the
other and classify that Hafu by that culture only. Can Hafu fully integrate into a society
filled with homogenous members? Will the Hafu have a voice against the spiritual,
economical, physical, mental and cultural ordeals they had to face? What will happen?
What do YOU want to happen?
How this topic came to be was actually a very interesting story. I originally had a
totally different thesis, which was similar but also much broader in topic. It was about the
extremes in Japanese society and how were the Japanese able to live in such conditions.
However, due to its broad nature, I decided to narrow the thesis down to a more specific
topic that is more dear to me. Being half Japanese myself, I am considered a Hafu
throughout the world. I noticed how different people viewed me in Japan compared to the
West, which piqued my interest. Having many Hafu friends living in Japan as well, I always
wondered how did they view themselves and how did they view their life and how did
Japanese view them. Being proud ofmy multi-ethnic being, I wondered if those in Japan
viewed their life in the same light.
The sources to be consulted will be from various articles and interviews of current
and past living Hafu in Japan. I will go through the use of articles, textbooks, movies, TV,
radio and other forms of viewing and reading pleasures.
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Journal Entry 1
Today marks the beginning of my senior thesis and choreographic journey. To be
honest I am quite scared. What am I supposed to be doing? Lal but honestly there is mixed
feelings about this and so many questions left unanswered. I have a very rough ... note
VERY ROUGH idea in my head about what I want to do and accomplish with this dance
piece, however I need to meet with mfadvisor and talk to her to clarify the specifics. My
advisor, Teresa Heiland, is an amazing woman whom I had the honor of meeting and
getting close with. She is nuts just like me! She is quirky and fast, I call her an "elf on drugs."
She and I had many talks about my piece already, and she and I have a very similar
mindset. I am very excited to listen to her ideas and have her help me flesh out this
creation.
Judy gave a lot of information regarding the packets and what are required for each
type of thesis. Apparently there is a lot of input and consideration into things such as
costuming and lighting, which to me didn't seem like that much effort at first. AHH so much
work! Why does this have to be so difficult!! But I have chosen this and have set my goals
for student concert. I will have this piece done and accomplished by adjudication. Good
vibes are needed because it seems like it will be a very long year.
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Journal Entry 2
After a considerable amount of time thinking and finalizing my thesis I came up with
my final idea. This thesis will be the struggle about two opposing forces. These forces are
going to be extremely different; they will lie on opposite sides of the spectrum and will
clash constantly. These two energies or what ever I will call them will continuously clash
and this dance will explore if these two forces can live together in perfect harmony or will
they continue to clash until the very end. With these extremes in mind, I came to Teresa for
some advice and she had told me to create a collage of such 'extremes' that I wanted to be
presented. So here I am brining in a collage of what I wanted to present her. Ironically, I
chose many images from my study abroad in Japan. A unique choice, yes however this I
thought this idea fit the thesis perfectly. Japan, to me, is the "Land of Extremes" as it is the
epitome of extremes living together and coexisting in harmony. For example, when I was in
Japan there is a very famous Japanese area known as Harajuku. Harajuku is known to be a
capital of the stereotypical Japanese cuteness/weirdness foreigners try to understand. It is
where all a hyper-commercialized Japan exists and where many tourists flock too. However
right next to this street is a famous temple that has not been touched in years. It still stands
from over hundred years ago and is known for its peaceful atmosphere, greenery, and
charms. Its quite interesting how these two areas are literally right across from each other
and is only separated by a mini bridge.
So I showed these images to Teresa, who loved it as she knows someone who is
really knowledgeable in Japanese culture, and we start brainstorming ideas about what this
dance can be. I am actually quite excited. She told me to insert a lot of cultural moves there
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as it will not be cultural appropriation which I fear greatly. In a couple of days I will try to
find dancers and musk Merp! Wish me good luck.
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Journal Entry 3
So there seems to be a slight problem with my dancers. I have none. Well that is a lie
I do have some dancers however it is not how I had envisioned it. I wanted a pretty large
cast with ten plus dancers, however as ofright now I have five ... just five. I began asking
around for dancers, however everyone seems so busy with life. It seems like nobody wants
to be in my piece. Gosh this sucks. I also put audition notices up the past couple of days.
However, NO ONE has signed up. This is so embarrassing. Anyway, I shouldn't start sobbing
in this journal, there are more things to do. First off I have found my music from a list of
choices. Talking to Teresa again we have decided to do something less "Sean." Less "Sean"
means something Sean really likes. It sucks haha. Anyway I decided to go for something
that has a typical Sean sound which constitutes for a large and strong base to hear the beats
however, I opted out of the pop, techno, rave sounds and machine sounds created by DJs. 1
am using a song from a group called KODO. KODO is a taiko drumming group who I saw
some vids on YouTube and fell in love with. Their sound is very strong and compelling,
there is something about the heaviness of the beat that attracts me to them. So I bought the
whole album of around 12 songs and Teresa and I listened to around my top four picks.
Each of the four had its own unique sound and flair with the taiko drums, however one did
stick out to me the most. Ironically it was also the longest one musically. It is called "The
Hunted." The reason why I had chose this song is because, musically, this piece gives a
buffet of choices to the audience. There are hard hitting parts, very soft parts, a flute
section, and an epic hardcore finale. Thus it will give the audience the opportunity to
sample all the flavors this song has to offer.
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Journal Entry 4
First update on the dancer list. Having a very hard first two weeks being lost and
underwhelmed I finally got the number of dancers I wanted. This piece will have 11
dancers total with five freshmen, one sophomore and 5 seniors, all women. The freshmen
consist of Ashley Rich, Rie Fukushima, Hailey Transue, Makayla Symmonds and Grace
Philipp. The sophomore is Olivia Helgeson. The senior class consists of Tegan Hayek, Sierra
Portera, Genna Bloombecker and Maury \Tiedaenders. I chose these 11 women for a
specific reason. In my thesis or theme, I wanted to create a piece about different opposing
forces clashing. Rather than having a literal meaning with this, I decided to use dance
movement as the motif of this theme. What I mean is that I have two very distinct groups
based on their movement patterns dancing within this piece and see whether or not it is
possible for them to co-exist or does one overpower the other. Thus I have created two
groups. There is my first group of six called the "slow movers." They are not physically
slow, per say, but rather they have a very traditional modern-esque movement with being
sustained, moving against the movement and in the far kin esp here. Opposite to them are
he "quickies." These five women are more Sean, or commercial dance with dynamic fast
movement in the close kin esp here. By combining these two distinct and different dance
styles together, I do hope the audience will get the sense of a battle, maybe not external but
an internal battle that is to be fought.
I haven't really started choreographing yet, however I am leaning towards a more
modern contemporary approach to my movement. I remember two years ago not getting
into the student dance concert ... ! still have a chip on my shoulder because of that. But I will
use that anger and frustration to fuel my choreography to new bounds and push what I can
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and can not do. Talking to Teresa I decided to utilize what I have learned within the past
four years at LMU, use all the ballet, jazz and modern technique given in an academic
setting, however I have to still be true to myself.

,
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Journal Entry 5
We have just finished the first rehearsal and made some progress. A little but
progress. The dancers are working efficiently and seem to be working effectively however
something feels a bit off for me. I think its my choreography. It seems a bit too forced. I cam
in with all the counts and choreography, however it seems too much like a dance
competition piece. I have high kicks, turns, fouettes, jumps, the list can go on. However, it
doesn't work with the music. I know, especially in modern dance, that it is ok to work
against the music and its perfectly normal not to even be on time with the music, but this
doesn't feel right to me. It's a bit too robotic and it isn't giving me the impression I thought
it had. After showing the work to Teresa, she did agree with me on how too much of a
competition piece it was. Even if it was a jazz, hip hop, or contemporary piece, it needed to
be molded into a concert setting. Teresa then further explained to me the difference
between the two. In a concert setting, the audience is there, they are alive and present. Not
only that but you do not have to face the front and show your face the entire time. There is
a huge stage where things, good and bad, are bound to happen and you need to try your
best and roll with the punches. Commercial dance isn't like that. There is usually a camera
where shots can be taken again and again so it can look perfect. Facing front is usually
necessary because we are giving into what the audience wants, rather in concert dance we
give what we want to the audience and the audience receives it whether they like it or not.
This mentality has definitely changed my thinking pattern about dance especially concert
dance. I always had a slight struggle with it, it seemed like we don't really match eye to eye.
However, as I learn about it more, I become more inclined to try new things and at least
attempt to try something new. So let's try for a better practice week two!

I
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Journal Entry 6
So since the last week I had made a lot of changes to the first part of the dance. I had
decided to create mini 'stories' or ideas that go with the idea of two opposing forces
colliding against each other. Teresa and I decided to use imagery of Japan and my
experiences to help crate and materialize the movement. In the first scene of my dance, I
call it the 'Shibuya crosswalk' scene. Saibuya is a very famous crosswalk located in Tokyo
as from the train station up above, once the cross walk sign lights up, hundreds and
hundreds of people run, walk, talk, and move across the street. These people seem so small
compared to the high tall skyscraper building situated right next to them. Not only that but
it seems so interesting how people interact with each other. They don't and that makes it so
interesting. Japanese people are very conscious about their personal space and bubble .
Unless they are friends with you or somewhat close, they always keep a personal guard and
bubble up. Thus, they can be seen as quite cold not even giving eye contact to people. So
with this imagery in my mind I decided to choreograph the "Shibuya crosswalk." So I made
the girls walk, just simply walk, but with a meaning. The girls like to walk lethargically,
having no care in the world. However, especially if you are busy, you have a time limit and
need to go to point A to point B. So we learned how to walk with a purpose. Then we used
this idea of trying to stand out, trying to be noticed and having society or a bigger being say
no. So in the dance, there are certain parts where a dancer might break the walk and do
choreography, which is very big and with the limbs utilizing the far-reached kinesphere.
But right after there will be a person who represents the society stopping them and
pushing them back to walking. It almost seems as if there is we 'Me vs. We' mentality
lingering on, which just adds another layer of choreographic intent. Since that is all I had
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for today, it seems like we didn't get much work done. Hopefully next week has more to
offer.
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Journal Entry 7
It is the third rehearsal and we are a bit behind schedule, but its totally ok. We can
make it up some how. We just finished the "Shibuya crosswalk" section of the piece. Its
around 1 minute long. So after the walking and individual sections of choreography, there
is a brief silence where the beat drops and then the strong taiko drums kick in. So I had
Ashley Rich, who is an amazing dancer. do a small solo on stage left. This solo was very
sustained and slow compared to the group choreography on the other side of the stage
which was very quick and fast. This also again goes with the idea of 'Me v.s. We" that I had
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would be more impactful? Which one will the audience gravitate towards more to? Once
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stage left, their intention to be strong and fierce. I had also began to play with
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choreographic choices such as using a canon to not only create an amazing look but to add
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written about before. It a group dance of 10 versus the one. Which one would you think

the beat kicks in, I have the dancers in the group charge across the stage from stage right to

depth to the piece as well as dimunition and augmentation .
Teresa and I talked about my goal for this piece and for student concert. Because I
had chosen student concert, there were certain elements that needed to be added. For
example, rather than having a piece that is very fun and entertaining, the student concert
piece has to be engaging to the audience and make them question or wonder something. I
have to be able to combine all the styles I learned and put them into a six minute piece. As
well, I can not be a one trick pony, using only what I am really good at. Teresa, being the
amazing woman that she is, always gives me motivation to go further and push myself to
develop more 'tricks' that I can use so that rather than be a one trick pony, I will be a 100
trick pony.
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Journal Entry 8
I had worked a lot with my dance, and showed Teresa the results as we have already
completed one minute and 15 seconds. Teresa, being the academic genius that she is, then
helped me graph my aesthetic, what I liked and didn't like and what I needed to do so that
my piece can be considered more 'co!]cert dance.' So first off Teresa drew two huge circles
and made a graph, with concert dance on one side and commercial dance on the other side.
So with commercial dance, there is usually a story, and characterization plays a huge role
as well. The music itself has lots of intricate sounds and is not quest. Commercial dance has
lots of pictures and visuals and is very impactful, in your face dancing. Very 21 st century.
On the other side is modern or concert work where there is lots of ground work that
commercial dance does not utilize, broken shapes, a lightness compared to the heavy hard
hitting commercial dance and quiet. Rather than having a story or character, many modern
pieces focus on emotion or the energy. Even sometimes there is nothing and its just dance
which surprised me so much. I couldn't wrap my head around of a dance that has nothing
but just shapes and lines. So for my piece to get into concert, again I had to combine the
two into an almost even distribution. I personally recognize that I am 80% commercial
dance and around 20% modern dance. However, I need to choreograph so that it is more
like 60% commercial dance and 40% modern dance to get the approval of the adjudication.
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Journal 9
Train divides the 11 dancers into two different groups. I like to call them the
"Quickies" and the "Sustainers." I based their groups off of the dancer's movement
attributes, with five being very sustained and five being very sudden. In Train, the
Sustainers are squished into a small clump as if they are actually stuck in a crowded train.
Because of this set up, many of their n10vement is sustained and within their close
kinesphere. Many of their moves overlap onto one another and there are times where they
have to physical dance on one another creating the feeling of even less space. Many of the
movement is also done with bent legs or with an hunched back, minimizing movement that
can look big and creating a closed quarter look as if all sides around the dancers are like a
box. I also give very quick solos to the group creating more contrast between the fast outer
circle, the slow inner circle and then the individual doing her own thing.
The Quickies, on the other hand, made up the larger ring of the two circles and were
constantly moving. Their movement was dynamic, fast, big and far reach kinesphere as
their movement dictated their bodies to go up and down, with advance floor work paired
off with technique such as turns, jumps and battements. Unlike the sustained group, these
women had to constantly take up space and use the space as if it was a part of them.
Another thing about these dancers is unlike the inner circle, which the dancers are basically
staying in the same place due to the limited space, the outer circle is constantly moving.
The circle of girls is constantly moving because it represents the nature of humans, how we
are always going through motion and life, good or bad.
Journal Entry 10
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The next section we are working on is called "Kabuki" and is very heavily inspired
by the Japanese dances I learned as a kid growing up. I felt that this section would be
perfect as the flute starts kicking in and the music itself shapes itself to be very Japanese.
The flute sound is very loud and high pitched, though this sound resonates and almost
echoes in one's ear for a second. I find it quite brilliant how music and a subtle change of
sound can make the whole world of difference.
With the girls still divided into two groups I have my now 'snowbird girls' and my
'lion girls.' The 'snowbird girls' are my slow movers who I was inspired by the Rising
Snowbird dance. In this kabuki play, the female character slowly succumbs to the winter's

freezing cold until she magically transforms into the majestic snowbird as she gracefully
moves back and forth across the stage revealing more and more layers to her costume.
With this performance as inspiration, the movement for this section is all about grace
through sustained movement. For the quick girls, I took a lot of my inspiration from the

Lion Dance. Unlike the other girls, these girls are just as fast, sudden and quick as they were
in the previous section. Interestingly enough, I thought I would have to modify parts of this
dance to show more contrast and opposition via movement, however the quality that I
needed was already there. The Lion Dance ironically with its fast paced movement looked
very similar to hip hop.
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Journal Entry 11
The next section is called the "Hunger Games" due to a certain move and mentality
that we are shifting to as the music continues. With this next section, I decided to have this
all out battle, physicalize this battle with the two groups finally. Beginning with a quick
duet that foreshadows the fights that are about to happen, the slower moving group takes
the stage as the music picks up the tempo with a snare like sound echoing right after a odd
ominous sound. I had these dances, with the same intention, change their speed and
actually move fast for once. I did this to not only change the original lay out of the dance
and surprise the audience, but also because I felt like they had the easier side of the stick in
terms of complicated choreography. Anyway, this next section is filled with many of the
same movement patters that the faster group would do, however they had to apply to their
f,.

own movement and keep It sustained why being fast. Good luck with that!
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On a side note I had just found out that Genna can not be part of this dance any more.
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I had a talk with her and because of her injury, she had to sit out. She was really worried

\\

I

about my feelings, which I appreciate greatly, however in some situations, I have to
remember that I am not a choreographer first. To Genna, I am her friend first,
choreographer second. And that as a friend AND choreographer, I wanted to rest and find
ways for her chronic injury to not be as bad as it is now. We can only hope for the best.
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Journal Entry 12
We have just a couple of days before the adjudication and I am quite worried. We
had taken a big break due to each others' hectic schedules and today is the first and only
day we had time to dance as a full group. You have no idea how much pressure I am feeling
from this. I feel as if this needs to be perfect, even though I know it does not have to be. So
we just finished re-working the formations as we lost one member of the team
#ninjawarriorprincesses. So with ten dancers, the groups are dead even with five versus
five. This works to my liking as we can divide and have each person of each group go
against each other. During the final scene, I have each duo come out and fight against each
other. I choreographed it to look very real to a fight, with punches and kicks flying, but of
course with a dance flair.
Cleaning is annoying. I don't like cleaning. Its as bad as writing, as I don't like either.
But cleaning needs to be done. And with ten different personalities in the room, well things
can get heated real quick. I notice that not everybody gets a long with each other. There are
cliques, but there are times where some dancers are snappy to other dancers. I just have to
remind every one to act professionally. They can hate each other all they want, but in my
rehearsal they need to put that baggage aside. Also I've noticed how the dancers are
started to take my kindness and softness for granted. Yes I am a bit more laid back and soft
spoken than many other choreographers, however I still don't like when they take
advantage ofme.
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Journal Entry 13
So the results are in and it got into the Student Dance Concert! YES!!! I am so happy
right now. After months of grueling work and trying to prove to people that I can
choreograph modern pieces, I am so excited to see my piece come alive on a big stage in
Strub. The process itself for adjudication was very simple. Write all you need to write about
your piece, show the piece, and then leave. It was quite simple and fast. I am still in shock
that it got in. There is still a lot of work to be done but I'm still happy. This will be a short
journal entry.
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Journal Entry 14
It's been almost 2 weeks since we had a rehearsal and I am very nervous. There is a
lot to be done, and I thought I had planned everything out accordingly, however things
happen and schedules conflict. The problem that I have now is that nobody has the same
time off. There has been at least one person not at rehearsal and our first time together as a
group was the rehearsal right befor~ the adjudication. So yeah, I am pretty worried about
what is going to happen with my dancers and the piece. But I must believe in the best to do
the best. I had talks with Roz and Teresa about my piece and what they had thought about
it. For Roz, she was surprised how different my choreography changed between the past
two years. She appreciated the wider vocabulary of movement I had given to her as well as
the intensity that my dancers possessed. This made me feel quite accomplished as I tried
my best to take note on how Roz used her own choreography and movement and applied it
to my dancers. She had thought it was a solid piece and it was the only one that was
'completed.' I use the term 'completed' lightly because in my personal opinion, there is
always something to be worked on. However, my piece can be considered 'done' in the
sense that it finished with the music and can somewhat be presented right now if needed.
Some criticisms I need to think about is whether or not l want my dancers to wear socks. I
totally forgot that my dancers were wearing them! According to Roz, socks cut the line and
that it was my decision if I wanted socks or not. I can't be like "well its easier for them to
turn." They need to work with what they got. Teresa also felt the same way and was very
excited to see the final result. She enjoyed the vocabulary and how in your face my dance
was. Notes from her include, since she knows way more about the dance then anyone else,

29
dividing the two groups further and making them even more distinct and maybe play with
facing and more levels to give it more depth.
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Journal Entry 15
So we just had rehearsal and it was rough. Very rough. I am actually a bit frustrated
with my dancers right now. They are not listening to me, and though I love them I need to
get my work done. They are treating me like their friend rather then their choreographer.
But I hate yelling and getting into people's business. I just hate when I have to confront
people. Anyway I decided to add a 'peginning to my piece, a minute of complete silence,
make it more modern. I was inspired by Mike Esperanza when he came to LMU four years
ago when I was a freshman. He set a contemporary piece that was breath taking. One
aspect that I loved was the very beginning where the dancers go in and out of the spot light,
almost foreshadowing something. So with asking Johnny, I made my dancers run on and off
the stage, finding the spotlight, and dance in it. But our practice was not the best. Everyone
forgot everything, people were on their own time. It was NOT clean. Not only that but they
expect me to know everything. I don't know maybe I was expecting to much but when I was
in the Faculty Concert, the choreographers didn't know every single detail of the piece. We
as the dancers had to memorize everything and make sure it looked what he or she wanted.
I don't know, I'm just not happy and I can't really do anything about it but just push for
more and hopefully it will be better.

~

~
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Journal 16
We just finished our emergency dance rehearsal cause ... excuse my language my
piece was horrible and looked like something from a different planet. Everyone was on
their own time, people had forgotten their formations and where they need to be, and
worst yet they were playing around. I don't think many of the dancers understand how
important this is to me. I had a talk with them that if I was some big time choreographer,
they wouldn't pull this act with me and be serious all the time. But again its hard to be
their friend and choreographer. So today we cleaned and cleaned and cleaned. Every head
nod, every look, even where to spot when turning was discussed. I had to be aggressive,
and they told me that I needed to be. With them giving me the ok, I went at it and during
the dance, if they made a mistake, I would yell and tell them. I feel that a lot had been
accomplished today, and finally the awkward elephant in the air was cleared. Now it looks
so much better and with concert being just a couple of days away, I am ready!
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Calendar of Dates
October 4:Fi:id music for senior thesis
October 11 :Complete cast of dancers
October 18:1 st rehearsal with dancers
October 25:Z nd rehearsal with dancers
November: 1:3'd rehearsal with dancer
November 8:4 th rehearsal with dancers
November 15:S th rehearsal with dancers
November 22: 6 th rehearsal with dancers
January 17: 7th rehearsal with dancers
January 24: 8 th rehearsal with dancers
February 7th : 9 th rehearsal with dancers
February 10 th : Student Concert Adjudication
March 15 th : 11 th rehearsal with dancers
March 29 th : 12 rehearsal with dancers
April 13th: Spacing/Tech for student concert
April 17th : Spacing/Tech for Senior Thesis Show
April 18th: KMSMM: A Dance Senior Thesis Presentation
April 21 st -21 st: Dress Rehearsal for Student Dance Concert
April 22 nd -25 th : Transparency
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The Dancers
Thi,~ piece originated from 11 dancers to 10 dancers. The dancers I had chosen were
decided based on their movement quality, ability to perform, availability and overall appeal
to work and create a piece with me. After a very rocky rough start with having no one show
up to my audition, I ended up 11 dancers. Five freshmen: Ashley Rich, Makayla Symmonds,
Grace Philipp, Rie Fukushima, and Ha 'ey Transue, one sophomore: Olivia Helgeson, and
five seniors: Khayla Golucke, Tegan Hayek, Sierra Portera, Genna Bloombecker and Maury
Wiederaenders. As a whole the reason why I chose these beautiful women was because
their excitement to my piece. When asked if they wanted to be in my piece, none of them
hesitated and each possess a quality that I was looking for in my piece. My thesis is about
two different forces colliding against each other, and each quality, in my head, possessed a

.
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certain dance movement style. Each girl fitted in one of the two qualities .
The first quality is very quick, sudden, precise, fast and having a bound flow within
the close kinesphere. The dancers who fit this are Khayla, Rie, Sierra, Tegan and Ashley.
These dancers possessed a quality similar to how I move and choreograph. I can further
say that these dancers have a 'commercial' style of movement as it is very explosive and
powerful in their effort. Khayla, who I had worked with for many years knows how I move
and choreograph. For me, it was an obvious reason why to choose her. Her strength,
technical ability and leadership roles will be an asset for me in my times in need. Rie is a
freshman that also hails from Japan. Her ability to infuse the cultural references and apply
it to the dance made me choose her. Being Japanese, we shared many talks about this topic
and she helped me create a more defined thesis. Sierra is another person who've I worked
with before and has a very dynamic style of dancing. She accents her dance steps to the
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music and is a wonderful woman to work with. Tegan is a friend who I have never had the
opportunity to choreograph on, but seen her work and is equally amazing. Her technique
and strength in contemporary is the reason why I chose her. Finally there is Ashley who is,
in my personal opinion, already ready to dance in the professional world. She is such an
amazing dancer, my eyes can't leave her. She hits every beat, accents the right counts and
makes my piece hers.
The second group I have are more sustained, slow, free flow and far kinesphere
reaching dancers. These girls have the beautiful long legs and the presence that makes you
watch them as they command the stage. For me this was harder to choreograph on as I do
not move like them. But what I told them was to take my own choreography and do what
they would do, make it them because making it look like me would end up with them being
very similar to the other group. Genna, who unfortunately had to drop the piece due to a
chronic injury, was the person who inspired me to do this. She is so soft and gentle with her
movement and I wanted to frame and save that quality. The next is Hailey who has long
beautiful legs to die for! Her sustained movement and ability to extend her limbs past her
kine sphere is the reason I chose her. Makayla is another freshmen that has very similar
features to Hailey and is amazing at keeping choreography. Olivia is a godsend as she is a
choreographer's dream. She takes direction and applies it very quickly and works at 110%.
She knows her body and what she can do. She is definitely going far. Grace is a strong
technical dancer who I can use her technique. Finally is Maury whose yoga studies gives
her an aura that made me chose her.
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The Costumes
My original concept of what I wanted compared to what happened is very different.
In the very beginning, I had two initial ideas as to what I wanted for costuming. The first
was almost over the top competition red leo that had rips and tears on it as well as having
fabric crisscross to make patterns and give shape. They would wear their hair down and
have a red accessory either in their hair/:iye, or costume. The other was a way more simple
white top that is short in the front and long at the back. It is almost like a cape but a shirt at
the same time. I doubt what I explained even exists, however this piece would have red
shorts under the white and have the bottom of the shirt to have slits so that when turning,
you can see the fabric move with the dancer.
Once my piece got accepted into the concert, the next problem had been my budget
as each dance gets only around $100. Now I am not trying to be grateful, but how can I
clothe 10 dancers with only $100? Thankfully Patricia, who was in charge of the costuming
for the Student Concert, contacted me and wanted to make my costumes free of charge! I
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was so delighted to hear these words echo out of her mouth. So when I came in to her
office, I had a vision in mind but I was willing to work with her. She had taken many of her
images from warriors. She used Roman soldiers, Greek heroes and Japanese samurai armor
for inspiration. She knew what I wanted even before talking so I was impressed. We had
come to an agreement that it would be a red leo as red seems to be the theme for my piece

t

with faux leather straps going in the front and the back of the leo. There will be a thick soft

Ir

brown fabric protruding out of one of their sides, resembling warrior's armor and black

I

biker shorts with the same brown material on one side for added design. The faux leather
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will also be made into a black belt that goes around the costume and the girls have brown
wristbands made by th e same brown carpet-like material.
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The Music
The music that I have chosen is "The Hunted" by Koda. Koda is a famous Japanese
taiko drum group located in Japan. Koda is one of the leaders in taiko drums and has been
known to be the group who popularized taiko drumming both in Japan and abroad. They
regularly tour japan, America and Europe to sold out concerts. Koda or the Japanese kanji

MM has two meanings or interpretatim;s, The first definition of this word means
heartbeat and the second definition can mean children of the drum. Though taiko is Kodo's
primary instrument, they also use many other traditional instruments such as the flute,
shamisen and use their own voices. Their notoriety stems from their extreme work
regiment of working till perfection, over and over to the point where many can call them
extreme. They are also known for wearing sole loin-clothes called fundoshi during their
performance. These pieces of clothing, or lack of, symbolizes their hard work and
dedication towards taiko as well as the masculine energy they exude while performing.
"The Hunted" is buffet of musical ups and downs, using a variety of techniques and
percussive with their drumming to create a long piece of work. In the very beginning, they
begin with a very slow beat and another sound that sounds metallic with maraca-esque
sounds in the background. It eventually switches to a hard drum sounding beat that breaks
the silence and then slowly fades into a more lighter sound. The next set of sounds changes
to a high pitch flute that echoes with soft drumbeats in the background. The loud taiko
drums take over the flute and then silence follows with symbols and finally an explosion of
sounds. Because of all the different sounds this song gives, I thought it was an excellent
choice to use. As well, it allows the audience to keep on guessing what sound will be next.
Koda as well gives a storyline to their music as you hear the chase and the hunt between
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predator and prey. You can hear the hard drums represent the chase with the soft tonal
sounds representing the prey trying to escape.
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The Sets and Lighting
Lithting was something difficult for me to think of because l have no idea how or
what to light for my dance. Usually l have someone just light the stage for me and that's it.
But to have Jonny light the stage is an honor. He is very meticulous and sent the
choreographers a set list of lighting cues and questions to have a feel of what he can do to
help elevate the piece. Howl descrif:,d my piece was like a war, both an internal and
external war of two opposing forces going against each other. l made many references to
war and specifically asked for the color red. Red, is not only one of my favorite colors, but is
very strong, vibrant and pops out in a sea of average. Red, though people can misjudge the
color for blood if war presents itself, can mean courage, strength and power in times of
need. Its bravery when faced against all odds. When personally talking to him, l asked for
different shades of red to present in the piece, and to have red be prevalent in the whole
piece. Another thing l had asked from Jonny would be a spot light for the very beginning.
He had over six spotlights on for my piece as each spotlight would be on a different part of
the stage. The spotlight gave such an eerie and cool feeling which l appreciated. The whole
piece itself was lit to be visible but dark and creepy which l wanted.

--------------------,~_,,__, _______________
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Publicity
My ;:iiece was featured in two different concerts. There was KMSMM: A Dance Senior
Thesis Presentation that was produced and created by the six choreographers themselves,

and the second was Transparency, the Student Dance Concert. For the first show, the
seniors decided to create not only flyers to hang around campus weeks before, but also use
social media and blasted the informal;m around Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. For the
second show, we used flyers and hung it around campus during show week.
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Half The Critical Analysis of my Dance
After.seven grueling months, hundreds of hours and many sleepless nights
contemplating what I can do as an artist to fully encapsulate my audience, my piece entitled
Half had past the adjudication of becoming into the student concert at Loyola Marymount
and now is in the making of being set on stage. These past seven months has taught me a
lot about not only being a choreograph Jr, but being a friend, a teacher, and when I had to,
put my foot down and separate ties if necessary. Another thing I had to learn was to be
able to critically analyze my dance without beating myself up. As a dance critic, I can
comment and critique dances and dancers without being too negative and give them advice
that will help them more than hurt them. However, for some odd reason, when it comes to
myself, there is saying "you are your own worst critic" that rings true to me. This piece,
however, that I had created combined with growing and maturing this past senior year, has
allowed me to not harshly put myself down. It has allowed me to see the good and the bad.
This entity that I had given life has allowed me to finally stop being so hard on myself and
owe up to all the great things I have done. So now finally comes the self-analysis of my
dance. This critique will specifically focus on the choreographic devices and choices I have
made. There will be no specific discussion about dancers, lighting, costumes as they are
separate and something not fully in my control. I will go over this critique chronologically
from beginning to the end unless stated otherwise.
The very first thing I wanted to write and critique about is my theme. The title ofmy
dance is "Half." Now this is a confusing title that once watched with the dancers, many still
do not understand my intent. Though I know that interpretation is based off of each
audience member, I do feel that an explanation is in order. Half is referring to the term Half
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or the Japanese term Hafu in English or h 7 in Japanese. Hafu is a unique term coined by
the Japam,ae as many multi-ethnic babies were being made in Japan. Hafu literally means
half and is used when referring to someone who is half Japanese and half non-Japanese .
This theme continues as it not only talks about Hafus in Japan specifically, but the internal
struggle all the Hafu in Japan face as being two separate cultures and whether or not they
can identify as one more than the oth

or whether or not these two cultures can live in a

cultural symbiotic environment or just clash as two different opposing forces. In the
beginning trial stages of my piece, I had used many articles and interviews to try and grasp

lilt

this idea of not just struggle but the entire life of Hafu. The difficult part was that everyone

~

is so unique that each story was different and I could not have a specific theme to go
through unlike someone who can just use stats and convert it into a bar graph. My data
would be way too far and all over the place. The other problem that I had was that I did not
want to solely portray the 'poor minority' or in this case the 'poor Hafu' many scholars I
know referenced about. Yes there is many hard and terrible struggles Hafu have to face
with and indeed have to overcome, however just portraying their hardships and not their
entire being is equally wrong. According to Dr. Curtis Rooks, a professor of Asian-American
studies and a leading scholar of Hafu in Japan "You can not play into the hands of the 'poor
hafu.' Media always looks for a sad story, and though compelling, it does not tell the whole
story of the person. It's just one speck of their being." Thus in my dance I had to tweak and
create a new personal narrative from one that was filled with grief and sadness, to one that
tries to encompass the Hafu as a whole human being.
The very beginning of my piece begins in entire silence. This section lasts about a
minute and I would like to interpret it as the "Prologue." In this section, the dancers give a
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preview to the audience as to what will happen. To be honest, not all the movement that
was given would show up again in the dance, however the intention was what I needed for
this section. In the very beginning, two dancers appear on the stage, what it seems to be a
battle almost. This very beginning was used to represent the internal struggle of Hafu and
living with two very distinct different cultures. Eventually one overpowers the other and
the next set of dancers come in one by Of'\l each representing a different emotion that I
wanted such as loneliness, emptiness, and fear. Yes these are very negative emotions that I
am portraying from the get go, however I needed to start the dance with such raw strong
emotion. The ending of this section, however, completely changes the energy of the room. I
get all the dancers together, all of them standing side by side as they stare down audience.
This is not an angry stare down, rather I want them to open themselves and let the
audience see them not based on skin color or ethnicity, but rather as what they are in the
inside. It shows the audience that there is more to them than just a simple flesh color.
The next section of the piece I like to entitle it the "Shibuya Walking." Shibuya is a
very famous and popular area in Japan and there is a famous crosswalk that resides in it.
Here millions and millions people cross everyday, a sight to behold as many photographers
capture the moment above the ground. I wanted to grasp this feeling of such a crowd and
had all the dancers walk briskly back and forth from one part of the stage to the next. I
made them not only walk fast, but made them have a purpose such as they were late to
something, or they were pretending to be businesswomen on the job. Though I had used a
outer, more physical object and translated it, this part of the dance also represents the
crowdedness for the Hafu and their struggle trying to fit into Japan which a very
homogenous society. There are moments of duets, and trios happening on stage, made to
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represent the oppression of trying to keep one's emotions inside. I did this via creating
tension between the dances with the controller literally controlling the dancer with close
kinesphereic movements and the puppet with more open kin esp here and weight shifting as
she is constantly moved back and forth. Up to this point, the dancers don't really move a lot,
its primarily the upper body doing a lot of the work as the feet stay on the ground. By
making the dancers not jump I allowed them to use the negative and positive space of their
partner. Creating negative and positive space with a jumping partner is possible, however
it can be really challenging and having 9 dancers do that on stage would seem as if there is
too much movement and dance happening at the same time. It would also take away from
duets and trios happening on stage. There was a fine line I was walking on with having such
a large amount of dancers, 10 total, be on stage dancing. Would the duets or trios be lost
due to the amount of dancers? Can I make such a group look more like a 'controlled chaos'
than actual chaos? The dancers then transition into the second phase of this section. The
majority of the dancers are now considered one movement doing all the movement facing
the side of the stage creating depth and space between them versus the singular dancer.
This further reiterates the idea of Hafu struggling to immerse themselves into the
homogenous society and this creates a new idea ofwe versus me/them which is ironically a
big ideology in Japan. In Asian philosophy and mentality, there is the core idea of'we';
nobody is better than anyone else and 'we' have our roles to play in society to make society
thrive and become successful. As the group dancers their part, the lone dancer slowly
moves in and out of her mid-kinesphere I had given her. As she slowly releves her head
tilts down as the mass of dancers form what it looks like to be an attacking formation to the
side of her and with the same cue of the drum both their heads tilt up. The lone girl
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represents what a lot of teens in Japan do when they feel like they can't be helped, they kill
themselves. This vivid picture I had created is a bit much, but again I wanted to go to the
extreme rather than go to subtle and not be noticed at all. As the mass dance towards the
lone dancer, their energy changes to that of more active, raw strength and power. The
dancers use more quick, sudden movement filled with leaps, floor work, facing different
directions and military-esque walks. Becau~.e Japan is such a homogenous society, I
wanted to have a physical metaphor, and to me nothing screams homogeny like the
military where everyone is the same in order to be efficient in your duty.
This now blends into my next section I like to entitle "Train." Train divides the ten
dancers into two different groups. I like to call them the "Quickies" and the "Sustainers." I
based their groups off of the dancer's movement attributes, with five being very sustained
and five being very sudden. In Train, the Sustainers are squished into a small clump as if
they are actually stuck in a crowded train. Because of this set up, many of their movement
is sustained and within their close kinesphere. Many of their moves overlap onto one
another and there are times where they have to physical dance on one another creating the
feeling of even less space. Many of the movement is also done with bent legs or with an
hunched back, minimizing movement that can look big and creating a closed quarter look
as if all sides around the dancers are like a box. I also give very quick solos to the group
creating more contrast between the fast outer circle, the slow inner circle and then the
individual doing her own thing. I chose to make this complexity as it gave more depth to
the dance as well show the complexity ofHafu; there is no one stereotype you can put upon
them as they are made up of multiple layers such as this dance. The Quickies, on the other
hand, made up the larger ring of the two circles and were constantly moving. Their
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movement was dynamic, fast, big and far reach kinesphere as their movement dictated
their bodies to go up and down, with advance floor work paired off with technique such as
turns, jumps and battements. Unlike the sustained group, these women had to constantly
take up space and use the space as if it was a part of them. Another thing about these
dancers is unlike the inner circle, which the dancers are basically staying in the same place
due to the limited space, the outer :-;rcle is constantly moving. The circle of girls is
constantly moving because it represents the nature of humans, how we are always going
through motion and life, good or bad. No matter what happens, as humans, we struggle and
persevere and this can also apply to the Hafu. They have gone through so much, but it's
just a small part of life and life just keeps on going.
"Kabuki" is the next section of my piece and I have still divided the dancers into the
two groups. A myriad of movement from this section actually derives from kabuki
movement. Two kabuki dances, in particular, inspired me with creating the movement
from the dancers. For the sustained women, "The Rising Snowbird" was my muse. In this
kabuki play, the female character slowly succumbs to the winter's freezing cold until she
magically transforms into the majestic snowbird as she gracefully moves back and forth
across the stage revealing more and more layers to her costume. With this performance as
inspiration, the movement for this section is all about grace through sustained movement.
From the very beginning, the slight head bob is a nod to kabuki as the dancers ronde de
jambe and extend their leg with sustained movement. Though not all movement is 'slow',
all the movement should be sustained, which there should be no abrupt spike in movement
speed. Many of the movements are, however, modified cultural steps found in kabuki and
other fapanese traditional dances. With this I notice a commonality with all of them.
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Maybe it can be just my personal style, but there are a lot of bent arms and shapes found in
this section. Because there are bent and broken shapes, I feel as if the movement itself is
heavy as there is no momentum to help it become light. More so a lot of the movement for
this group is very picturesque and literal. I use images such as birds, parasols, flowers and
martial arts to convey my message. For the quick girls, I took a lot of my inspiration from
the "Lion Dance." Unlike the other girls, tl-tese girls are just as fast, sudden and quick as they
were in the previous section. Interestingly enough, I thought I would have to modify parts
of this dance to show more contrast and opposition via movement, however the quality
that I needed was already there. The "Lion Dance" ironically with its fast paced movement
looked very similar to hip-hop. It was a perfect contrast to the still movement of the other
girls. Though not literal, the movement for the "Lion Dance" required more athletic vigor
such as the multitude of head whips, jumps, high to low level change, and very fast but
articulate choreography. Though it seems like this inspired movement has nothing to do
with Hafu, on the contrary it speaks a lot about differences and how whether or not these
differences can occupy the same space (or person). As the two types of dances interject
one another, the same can be felt about a Hafu's personal struggle between their two
cultures. Being Hafu myself, I feel this struggle as it feels like all my cultures are struggling
to control me and make me what they think I should be.
The next section I like to call "Hunger Garnes." And no, it is not called that name
because it is about death or violence; however just like how the Hunger Garnes is a
whirlwind of confusion and chaos, so is this next section. In this next section, I was
compelled to dance and choreograph the way I like to do, what feels natural. However what
made this different was how I staged and arranged my dancers. I had created
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choreography that circles and changes the direction of my dancers so that their' front' is
not their usual front. The place where they may be spotting could be different after every
eight count. The choreography was strategically placed so that they can be looking right at
the audience for a couple of seconds, then move to face each other, than upstage than
finally back to the audience. With this particular part, I wanted to create a feeling of
controlled chaos, which meant that eve~,though it seemed and looked chaotic, there was a
reason for every action, and once you look at the whole picture everything makes sense.
Connecting it with Hafu, I analyzed that the whirlwind of dancers and the controlled chaos I
had created represents the life that everyone faces, not just Hafu only. This turbulent
journey we call human life is only a spec of who we are as people.
The final section of the performance is "Battles" which I took a very literal approach
with. With this song sounding like a fight anthem, and my whole theme centering around
two opposing forces colliding against one another, it seems fitting with such epic music
there would have to be an epic fight scene choreographed. Here is a literal battle between
two people, or of course two opposing forces. Unlike the other sections which maybe
centered on a certain subtheme or motif in my dance, this one is clearly just about the fight
and the struggle. Was this part needed or could have been changed, yes of course! Critically
analyzing this part of the dance made it obvious that it seemed a bit out of place compared
to the other movement give; however I had kept it for personal reasons as a choreographer.
This piece would not be Sean Chong-Umeda if there weren't some flair of some sort at all.
The process from October to April has been a long one filled with ups and downs.
Many things have changed, people changed, and I changed. l can say I am no longer the
same choreographer and dancer I was four years ago and even one year ago. This
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experience creating such a work has opened my eyes up as a choreographer knowing there
is much more for me to learn about movement and how these movements can affect people.
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Post Concert Reflection
I car/t believe I am done! After so much time and effort, the end results were
amazing. See my dancers on stage and creating such artistry brings tears to my eyes! From
them taking on stage for the first time on Wednesday to the last on Friday, I remember
every single moment. I can't thank everyone enough for helping me make my art, my
passion come to fruition. Sitting down .ind thinking post concert, I can't believe everything
I had been stressing over is done. Its gone, no more, all traces literally disappeared.
Soaking in all the happiness, sadness, and pain I have gone through, honestly I can say how
happy I am to have done such work. And to be honest, if asked, I would have done it in a
heartbeat. Having that satisfaction of having your piece, your baby on stage and watching it
grow into a full fledge adult is a one in a lifetime moment. I somewhat know what parents
feel like when they see their child grow up. This achievement has made me want to pursue
dance and choreography even more. The passion that was dormant is not set ablaze and I
am ready to take the world. Post Concert has made me realize that choreography is a
process, and process means time and effort. Choreography is not as simple as just putting a
piece of dance onto dancers and expect magic to happen. It takes care and constant
questioning. It makes you, as the choreographer, to think about your choices and why you
make them. Sometimes they are successful and other times they aren't. However, just like
life, there is different paths to take and no matter what, my path will be bright.
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LMU Reflection and Mission
The LMU mission statement comprises of three different and distinct sections that
helps the person as a whole. The first is the encouragement of learning, the second is the
education of the whole person and finally the third is the service of faith and the promotion
of justice. Even though my thesis may have covered one part of the statement more than
the other two, each of the three parts had been touched upon.
The first part of the mission, the encouragement oflearning, is what my thesis
touched upon the most. According to LMU, the encouragement of learning is multi-faceted
and spokes out to different disciplines. One is the critical thinking and development of
imagination and artistic expression. Being a dance major and creating movement as a
passion, this section of the mission meant a lot as LMU and all its classes had allowed me to
open my mind more and broaden my narrow viewpoint of what dance was. When I was a
freshman, I had such a narrow viewpoint as to what dance should be and look like. Now as
a senior, l had learned that dance can be many things and success can be measured in many
different ways. LMU has given me the opportunity to hone onto my love and help me push
my desire to choreograph. LMU as well allowed me to grow give back to the community
with my choreography through the dance concerts. The encouragement of learning also
brings about discussion in respect and integrity of the individual. We are all unique and
different, which I had learned through my thesis working with ten very talented but
different women. Because everyone is different, I had to learn how to respect everyone's
decisions while still pushing towards the common goal, which is to finish this choreography
and hopefully get it into student concert. LMU's mission has taught me how to accept and
learn how to deal with different people who I may or may not always see eye to eye.
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The second point, the education of the whole person has helped me evolve into a
more well rounded human as it promoted me to think more critically, analyze my
situations more, and build character to empathize more and accept more diversity.

18

Because of competition studio upbringing, I had thought you had to look and dance a
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certain way and judged people based on their dancing skill only. However, LMU has given
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me the chance to open my eyes and al'1w myself to accept everyone from different dance
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background, which I then used in my thesis.
The service of faith and the promotion of justice allowed me to build a mutual
friendship and respect for my dancers in my thesis. I had been able to create new long
lasting friendships with these women and learned more about myself through befriending
these women. The service of faith and the promotion of justice also allowed me to create
opportunities for engaging others who share the same passion as me and build a
foundation of trust with one another.
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From the Dragon Lady to Dancing Geisha:
Cultural Appropriation of Asia

By Sean Chong-Umeda

Dec 12, 2014
Dance 549
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The lights dim down as 6 spotlights find their way to center stage, a group of ten
women w~ave in and out of their formations with a quickness as if they were wearing tight
skirts as their feet scuttle to and fro to their next formation. A simple stereotypical Asian
sound is heard playing as the song begins its standard pop beat. The words "ichi, ni, san,
shi" are heard being said as the lights brighten and reveal the ten women in floral pink
outerwear that cuts off right below tr,2 pelvis, white makeup that makes them look deathly
sick, and poses ofbowing. 1 Though the audience can be heard screaming and clapping for
the contestants, when does a geisha ever do a panche or a double pirouette. When was the
last time someone saw a geisha move so far and so fast? Simple, the answer should be
never. Seen as exotic and 'new' it seems like Hollywood and other forms of media have
centered their focus to once again East Asia and exploit their limited knowledge of certain
cultures to an audience whom also usually has a very limited knowledge. Taking the culture
and marketing it as a product to America, it seems that various commercial dance films and
performances are appropriating Asian culture, however what is Asia's response? Thus seen
as exotic and different, Asia has been recently seen being appropriated by commercial
dance and dance films. In this paper, there will be a brief description on what is cultural
appropriation, question why Asian culture is being appropriated by Hollywood, and give
examples to further my point.
To critically analyze and critique the ideas of cultural appropriation, there needs to
be a clear definition of cultural appropriation. According to the Oxford Dictionary, the word
appropriation means "The action of taking something for one's own use, typically without
the owner' permission. 2 Culture is defined as "the beliefs, customs, arts, etc. ofa particular
society, group, place, or time". 3 Thus the idea of cultural appropriation is the action of
2
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taking a belief, custom, and way of living from a particular society and using it for one's
own personal use. When scholars talk about cultural appropriation there is more than just
taking a society's culture and using it for one's own use. When there is cultural
appropriation involved, usually the person who appropriates attaches stereotypes and
non-authentic symbols onto that culture. This creates a negative image of said culture. A
perfect example of a simple but powerful form of cultural appropriation can be taken from
previous dance historians and anthropologists, who called cultural dances as "primitive."
According to Joann Kealiinohomoku's article "An Anthropologist Looks at Ballet as a Form
of Ethnic Dance" Kealiinohomoku states how in the past every dance style that was nonwestern was considered ethnic. However, Western styles of ballet, modern and jazz are
actually ethnic each has its own cultural tradition which in then reflected and developed. 4
She further continues on how famous historians such as Agnes Demille, Sir James Frazier
and Walter Terry often-called non-western dances "primitive or ethnic" and ascribe
generic characteristics to them. Because there is ascribed generic and often-primitive views
on the dance cultural dance forms, in turn people's perception of said people also changed.
So the question remains what makes Asia a pinnacle site to appropriate culture
from? What does Asia have that makes people in Hollywood and music videos want cute
little Asian girls or guys doing kung fu? Simply put, it is the idea of the 'orient.' The idea of
the exotic and different that entices people who are not Asian. According to Eleanor
Harrington-Austin in "Asia Loves Prometheus", starting way back from the 19 th century,
Europeans had a fascination for exploration and discovering the 'new world.' With this new
world, which was all the Asian empires not touched by Westernization, of course there will
be different societies and people living together such as the Japanese, Korean, and Chinese
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who are homogenous societies with limited contact with the West. However trapped in a
ethnocentric viewpoint of Europe being the best, they casted aside their judgment to the
new world and unfortunately to the societies of people as well. When the Europeans
discovered Asia through sailing, there was this fascination of the 'other', which still persists
to this day. Because of physical differences, clothing, and culture, the Europeans were
thrilled to see the life of the' other' see"lingly comparing their own lives to that of other
Asian societies, which is seen as a sign of Orientalizing. 5 Being different was the thing that
got most people excited about Asia, however again their own mind led them to Orientalize
false fantasies about the Eastern empires. Women for example who try to copy the Asian
style of dress from the Chinese women or be thrilled to hear about the 'horrible' practice of
foot binding (which is not horrible but a different aesthetic of what Westerners were used
to). Men began to fetishize the idea of"Asian women", the soft spoken often submissive
woman who would do what ever her husband says. Not only that but the hyper femininity
of Asia made the English men feel more hyper-masculine which pleased them. 6 In Sheridan
Prasso's The Asian Mystique, the author further reiterates this idea as she has created a
graph of stereotypes of Asian women on the screen to bring up the point that these
stereotypes that came from the past are still be exploited today. One of the stereotypes is
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the submissive desired woman also known as the geisha girl, lotus flower, and servant or
china doll. In this graph she characterizes them as submissive, docile, obedient, reverential
and servile.7
Asia, when compared to the West, is often categorized as exotic and different. Every
country and society is different so of course there will be some interest in knowing about
the other. This idea of Orientalizing and eroticizing can been seen in the stereotype oriental
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dancing girl. According to Yutian Wong in Choreographing Asian America, he states that
"One of the most recognizable Orientalist stereotypes circulating in popular culture is the
Oriental dancing girl. She is appealing because of her cross-cultural sexual availability". 8
The Oriental dancing girl is put on a pedestal of being different due to the fact that she is
not a Westerner. Rather she lives outside of the social boundaries, which creates this
eroticism, and exorcism, which was created by the White male gaze. This idea of Asia being
exotic can be further tested by the very popular music Miss Saigon which ironically has the
story of a white man in the military falling in love with a Vietnamese prostitute during the
Vietnam war. In this musical, though no real dance vocabulary is used, the movement
between the actors perpetuates the idea of this exoticism. The slight head movement to
look down on the stage, the contracting of the shoulder, these things are some examples of
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submissiveness that seems to stem from stereotypes of Asian woman. Also the idea of the
being overly sexualized is realized as the main women in the musical are all prostitutes
who wear gaudy short dresses, high heel stilettos, and vibrant red lipstick to create an even
more over sexualized look. 9
With a brief introduction of what cultural appropriation is and why is Asia being
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appropriated, the next step is to critically analyze the dances that have appropriated Asia
and see what specifically is being appropriated versus appreciated. The first case study is
coming back to the original opening paragraph about a group of 10 girls dancing with a
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pseudo geisha theme. Originally from So You Think You Can Dance, the 10 girls perform an
explosive dynamic jazz dance to the song Pop Drop and Roll. Though a cute concept at first,
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there are many culturally wrong movements occurring within the 2-3 minute performance.
Though the dance itself is amazing and the technique of all the girls is amazing, the
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authenticity behind why they are geisha is non-existent or shallow at most. According to
Yoko Kawakuchi in the Butterfly's Sisters: The Geisha in Western Culture, the word geisha
literally means artist. The geisha is an artist who entertains people with her skills of
singing, acting, and dancing. The geisha is not a prostitute, however thanks to movies such
as Memoirs of a Geisha, there is a misunderstanding. 10 The geisha is woman who is soft and
moves with grace, a quality that is rPvered in Japan. Her movements are sustained yet
powerful when need to. As well because she wears a kimono, her movement is limited due
to the tight squeeze it creates on the body. So if So You Think You Can Dance wanted more
authenticity of the geisha, why didn't the imbue those qualities into the dance? Where was
the elegance and poise that the geisha has? ln the dance they did over the top kicks and
turns, bopping their head crazily and dynamically changed their levels. This seems more
like they are copying Japanese cartoons rather than the geisha itself, but because the geisha
in an exotic topic for the American audience, the TV show gladly put it in without thinking
of any authenticity or asking about credibility what so ever. And because of the media
constantly putting forth images of what they think the geisha is, people begin to agree with
them and narrow their perception of what Japan and its people are about.
The second case study presented is based on Katy Perry's musical performance to
her hit song "Unconditionally" during the 2013 American Music Awards. A spectacle of
bright colors, movement and sounds, Katy Perry seemed to have caused an uproar in the
Asian-American community as they had deemed her piece to be appropriated and even
worse blatantly racist. However those who were defending her questioned whether or not
she was truly appropriating culture, or just appreciating it. Where is that fine line? By
critically analyzing the video performance, it can be theorized that though Katy Perry had
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best intentions of showing an appreciation of Japanese culture, which she constantly
praises, her performance during the AMA can be seen as subconsciously ignorant. Starting
from the very beginning of the performance, Katy Perry is hidden behind some doors made
of rice paper, which with light revealed her shadow as she created the idea of the Enigmatic
Oriental that is stereotyped as unpredictable, unknowable with mysterious ways. 11 The
doors open to reveal Kathy Perry in a l;>eautifully fuchsia kimono-qipao inspired dress. This
is the first problem that the stylists did to portray ignorance and appropriation.
Specifically having a Japanese set and inspired material, why is Katy Perry wearing a
Chinese tight hugging dress, which is obviously different to the traditional kimono of
Japan? The show continues to pan out and reveal the dancers coming onto the screen with
giant red fans and huge slits in their kimono doing intricate leg movement that seems to be
hip hop-kungfu inspired with gestures of bowing, blowing, kisses and more. In the final
scene she has flower shaped paper begin to fall from the sky and disappear in smoke as if
she was a ninja. In terms of costuming, there are again no slits or big movements in
traditional Japanese dance due to the tight dresses. And for the movement quality, they
seemed to find the most stereotypical ideas of Japan and use it for the choreography (big
fans, paper umbrellas, bowing etc.). To make it more authentic, Katy Perry and her
choreographers could have actually used traditional Japanese dancing for a certain section
or at least not combine the Japanese dance and then extract most of the stylized movement
that makes it unique. Though probably a better cultural choice to go with authenticity,
there is a reminder to note that this performance was broadcasted to the American
audience, thus there is already a prescribed mindset and already set aesthetic value that
they might not be able to appreciate if done so authentically. This can been seen in many
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other forms of art as many Japanese film makers, fashion designers, singers and artists
convert their art to that of the white gaze so that their work can obtain more 'credibility.'
The perfect example is famous Japanese director Akira Kurozawa. According to Rachel
Hutchinson in "Orientalism or Occidentalism? Dynamics of appropriation in Akira
Kurosawa", known as a genius with his cinematographic skills in Japan, he knew of the
troubles he will face when showing his films and skills in America, thus he purposely
assimilated to the Western model, he was able to transform his work so that the Western
audience could appreciate his work 12 This can be applied to dance as the aesthetic view of
dancing in America is different in Japan. Thus the choreographer fused the two together to
gain the approval and praise of the American audience while failing to realize the
appropriation used. Nolan Feeney summarizes the performance accurately as" ... Perry's
appearance felt like the performance equivalent of skimming a Wikipedia page, not a
tribute based in any deeper understanding or desire for accuracy". 13
There is a fine line between appreciating a culture and appropriating a culture.
Unfortunately it seems as if mass media in dance seems to fail to understand that
difference. Either formatting the dance to please the western gaze or to feel ethnocentric
themselves, many dancers and choreographers seemed to have appropriated some form of
Asian culture. Though different indeed, appropriating a culture affects a large population.
Specifically appropriating Asian culture in dance can affect the Asian-American population.
The stereotypes that are captured in dance and film are then applied to a certain group of
people who may or may not be like that stereotype. Dragon lady, Geisha girl, kung fu
master or not these appropriations should be stopped as judgment should be placed and
conceived based on the individual.
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IV. Reflection-~ammary of Studies Essay
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Dance Reflections-Summary
Fundamwtals of Dance Composition I and II
• Fundamentals of Dance Composition was an introductory course into the academic
setting of dance and choreography.
• Within this course, the students are taught about different motifs, ways of
choreographing, interpreting music and improvisation.
• Fundamentals of Dance Composition has taught students on how to critically
analyze dance and critique dance to more than just "I thought it was good," or "it
was pretty."
• Fundamentals has also taug.J students on how to actively engage themselves and
how to work either doing solos, duets or group works.
• Learned composition and how to analyze and critique/take advice from other
dancers
• Basic choreographic techniques such time, space and force.
• How dancers used motifs and sculptures as ways of creating new movement.
• How dancers use space and movement to represent certain sounds and ideas
Dance Styles and Forms
• Dance Styles and Forms was an advance choreography course where the students
take their work and information from Fundamentals and apply it to more creative
distinct movement.
• Site-specific work was emphasized and taught.
• Musicality and different music styles were taught and emphasized-students were
taught on how artists affect other artists.
• Site Specific works were used to inspire dancers and learn how to interact with the
environment.
• Critiquing and analyzing other people's work and choreography
• Accepting critiques and applying it to future works.
• To promote and develop the self and our own choreographic aesthetic and idea of
choreography.
• To develop a stronger and more confident dance performance skills.
Laban Movement Analysis
• Laban Movement Analysis taught students how to create and annotate dance and
choreography through the Laban Movement Motif.
• Laban Movement taught students about the different ways of writing down dance
through its use of multiple symbols.
• Laban Movement also taught students about different effort qualities, shapes,
kinespheres, and more symbols used in dance and how to annotate them correctly.
• Learned about the history and life of Rudolph Laban and how and why his work is
important to this day.
• Understand and be able to comprehend LMA and BM.
• Learn and understand Bartenieff Fundamentals
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Analyze the self and criticize self and how to apply new movement
Able to use the body and create shapes, effort qualities, and different kinespheres.

To Dance is Human: Dance, Culture and Society
• To Dance is Human was a course about dance and why it is important to everyone.
• This course taught a varied amount of subjects through dance, as dance for art,
dance through culture, and dance though history.
• Talked about body memory and its importance to the dancer .
• Taught how movement can be seen as dance and dance can be found everywhere .
• Dance is a social action that creates a unique relation with dancers and audience .
• In-class discussion about wh, ~ is dance and what constitutes dance .
• Improvisation
• The importance of arts and how other cultures can affect our own and vice versa .
• How the arts can have a positive effect on society.
Dance History
• Taught the fundamental founders of dance and went through the history of dance
from the beginning of court dancing to now post-modern and jazz dance.
• Taught about significant dancers and choreographers of varied dance styles and
highlighted what they had contributed to the dance world.
• Critically analyzed dance history and learn why dance is important to the human
need and soul.
• Viewed and watched how dancers and choreographers have shifted their movement
style based on the time period
• Viewed how gendered, political and religious views had changed dance history
• Dance used as political statements
• Appreciation of the history of Western theatrical dance
• Learned and created connections from our own personal dance history to the
greater dance history timeline.
Kinesiology
• Taught the basic biological and chemical properties of the body .
• Taught how the body and movement correlates with one another.
• Taught how movement and biology relates to dance .
• Shown the relation and importance between dance and keeping one's body in
healthy condition.
• Given the students the opportunity to learn more about nutrition for dancers
and create a new healthy lifestyle.
• How to take care of a dancer's body in times of distress or in need .
• To develop individual potentials and know limitations within each person's
body.
• Recognize the effects of gravity on dancer's alignment and body during
performance.
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Careers in Dance
• Careers in Dance gave the students a quick view of the professional dance world and
how to prepare for different situations.
• Taught us how to properly create both a CV and a resume and how to change these
two depending on the audition.
• Gave us the opportunity to learn how to "sell ourselves" how we, as our bodies are
our instruments, need to be able to sell ourselves to get the job.
• How to properly get a head shot for a resume and/ or audition.
• Had special guests come in and answer our questions about the dance world.
• Create a demo reel to give to auditions.
• Business card
• Be able to write emails to potential employers
Music for Dance/Drumming: Pending
Principles of Teaching: Pending
Dance as a Social Action: Did not take
Philosophy of Arts: Did not take
Improvisation: Did not take
Ballet
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Efficiency of movement
Precision of skill and technique
Understand proper ballet alignment
Refine muscle tone and body shape
Perform the sequences given during barre work
Perform and execute center work
Translate and spell correctly French ballet terms
Demonstrate and create interest in ballet technique

Modern Dance:
• Know the difference between, and be able to utilize both, an articulate body and a
connected one.
• Know a more authentic feeling of "groundedness"
• Increase his/her skill level and stamina.
• Increase strength in the core and mobility of the extremities.
• Value music as a vehicle toward greater expressivity and technical ability in dance.
• Have a greater awareness of the scope of dance practice.
Jazz Dance:
• To expand and gain knowledge of jazz in the commercial world.
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To challenge and improve the student's ability to pick up choreography, adapt, and
execute movement effectively.
To work towards strength, stamina and flexibility
Gain confidence in performing and executing jazz dance.
To address and progress in technical execution of advance jazz dance movement
To expose the student to fundamental technical concepts for advance movement
To gain an understanding of working in the professional world of dance.
Develop an ongoing conversation about Jazz dance.

World Dance- Hawaii
• To train the students in the pro; er concepts and technique of hula.
• To acquire a working knowledge of the Hawaiian terminology of hula.
• To master the basic techniques in order to properly apply them to the dance
interpretation of hula.
• To choreograph a dance as part of their Final Exam.
• To stimulate a cultural awareness and appreciation of the ancient oral traditions that
is preserved in the chants and dances of Ancient Hawaii.
• To perpetuate and preserve the traditions of the Hawaiian culture.
Tap: Did not take
Yoga and conditioning: did not take
Yoga: did not take
Pilates:
• To perform the exercises developed by Joseph H. Pilates
• The develop muscle elasticity and joint mobility
• To develop more efficient movement patterns
• To develop awareness of breath and how the diaphragm supports posture
• To bridge body understanding with healthier physical use in daily life.

Discussed with Tegan, Khayla and Kelsey
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V. Career Bridge
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Career Internet Search
Dancing in Los Angeles:
http:/ /www.edgepac.com/
http:/ /millenniumdancecomplex.com/
http://www.themovementlifestyle, ~om/
http:/ /www.idahollywood.com/
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VI. Artist Statement
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Artist Statement
Dance is more than just a physical statement of hard worth ethic combined with the
ability to extend and surpass the average human capacity. Dance is also more than just
simple or complex steps coupled with music to create a small performance for something
bigger. Rather dance is an interaction between two entities, communicating without words
but understand and empathize eacLother's emotions. Dance, for me, has not been about
the physical properties that it gives to it's performers. Dance is a social interaction, a
conversation about anything and everything. Dance is communication and communication
is dance. Communication is the process of sending and receiving messages to achieve
understanding. Dance is the process of empathy and physical prowess to create and
question understanding. These two will forever be interlinked. Dance is linked to
communication because both have non-physical being that when used, can be strong than
any material object. Both can move mountains, rise people from the ashes, and change the
world with out touching a single thing. In a society where words are powerful and where
people do have a voice if loud enough, dance and communication are key to bringing issues
to the bigger worldwide stage. Dance can bring out discussion, heal wounds that are not
visible to the human eye and bring many to a higher plane of existence. Dance just like
communication is a combination of smaller atoms that when put together create
something. Communication's words are dance's steps and communication's sentences are
dance's combinations. As the two weave new phrases and create depth in their own
understanding, sentences become speeches and combinations become art. Both are silent
but powerful tools of change.
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Dance is also a reflection of society and of people. Individuals are such fascinating
creatures. Having an interest in cultural anthropology, I see how different one person is
compared to the next, even though their surroundings and environment seem so similar.
Dance to me is also like cultural anthropology. It focuses you on studying the person and
what makes that person unique. It is not about society, or the world or any other large
surface, rather just a single person awl how each person is like a snowflake, one of a kind
and unique. In both studies, you look at the person, but then see what makes that person
who they are today. Sure there are many big things that can affect the person, but in reality
it is just a small piece of the puzzle. As an artist, I find my inspiration through people and
their stories. Stories are the strings are harmony that when plucked create a sound of
clarity. Because each person is unique, each story will be different and I find beauty in
difference. Cultural anthropology, and dance both look at culture in some aspect. Many of
my work and creativity comes from my own culture. Culture is a huge part of my life and is
what makes me who I am today. Culture is so significant to dance as well as many famous
dance pioneers have used culture as culture is not just defined by ethnicity alone. Culture
ranges from sex, occupation, age, family, environment and many more. In dance you can
use these different cultures to create and inspire. You can use these cultures to bring new
discussion into the world. But like me, you can use culture to help you learn more about
yourself and self-identity as being me and only me because nobody else can be a better me
then me.
As a dancer, choreographer and artist, the role of the dancer needs to be a varied
one. Gone is the day where dance seems so simple. In a world where so much dance exists
and they are all so different and varied, a versatile dancer is a smart dancer. The word
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versatile can mean a lot of different things. Yes, I do mean that a dancer who can do ballet,
jazz, modern etc. is a smart dancer, because they can book more jobs, however being
versatile means being able to adapt to the situation around you at any given moment. That
means a smart dancer is one that be ready for the choreographer to ask for retrograde in a
movement, memorize the choreography for the next rehearsal, ask questions when needed
and help others when they are lost. A smart dancer also knows and is in tune with his or
her own body. So if they are injured, they tell the choreographer rather than just push
through it and then they get even more injured and can't perform. A smart dancer also
knows his or her own strength and try their best at accentuate it in the choreography while
still keeping the choreography's true intention. A dancer also needs to be healthy. I am not
saying they need to be a twig or have huge biceps, however a dancer should try to eat a
healthy no matter their body size. Body size, for me, is not important rather its how strong
their technique is and what they can bring to me and my choreography. Its more about the
effort than anything else.
For my aesthetic, expert technique is wanted as technique is what helps accentuate
the dance. Most of my choreography is based on pictures and is very picturesque with
tablos. Thus technique is not really needed, however a strong technical dancer is a smart
versatile dancer because it allows the choreographer to mold and use more of the dancer
than someone who does not have the same level of technique. Technique gives the
choreographer more resources to use and play with. For example, a skilled technical
dancer can give a choreographer a nice high battement, and at the same time work this
same motion in a variety of ways such as being fat, slow, high, low, flexed and pointed.
Technique also brings some type of emotion to the dance. Technique is years of hard work
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and dedication. So when a dancer accomplishes a four pirouette turn, there is some feeling
and emotion during the sequence. That hard work and dedication after many years, all is
bundled up and that raw emotion is released once the dancer finishes the sequence. That is
why technique is also required in my aesthetic.
Music is also big part of my aesthetic. As someone who has been trained in more of
the commercial style of dance compared to that of modern, my ears are trained to be used
to and like commercial styled music as well. So I personally like the hard beats, intricate
sounds and repetition used by many pop artists and other style of songs. However, I also
believe that there are other types of music that can be as effective as any pop song out
there. When choosing music, I look for how much can it fit my theme more than whether or
not I personally like the song. For example, I would prefer a song that had more simple
sounds, that was a bit more softer in terms of power and had silence if it meant fitting to
the theme perfectly. As an artist, I also believe in the idea that you have to always allow
something or someone to try. You can't be dissuaded even before trying the music. You
never know, you might actually like it.
As an artist, I must be multi-faceted in my life and dance. Dance is the physical
representation ofraw emotion and years of hard work that only lasts for a couple of
minutes. It is a brief fleeting memory not to be saved but to be memorized.
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The Dancers
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The Costumes

